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Abstract
We study the confinement scenario in N=2 supersymmetric SU(2) gauge theory
near the monopole point upon breaking of N=2 supersymmetry by the adjoint matter
mass term. We confirm claims made previously that the Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen
string near the monopole point fails to be a BPS state once next-to-leading corrections
in the adjoint mass parameter taken into account. Our results shows that type I
superconductivity arises upon monopole condensation. This conclusion allows us to
make qualitative predictions on the structure of the hadron mass spectrum near the
monopole point.
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1 Introduction
According to Mandelstam and ’t Hooft ideas [1] confinement of charges appears as
a dual Meissner effect upon condensation of monopoles. Once monopoles condense
the electric flux is confined in the (dual) Abrikosov–Nielsen–Olesen (ANO) vortex [2]
connecting the heavy trial charge and anti-charge. The vortex has a constant energy per
unit length (the string tension T ). This ensures that the confining potential between
the heavy charge and anti-charge increases linearly with their separation. However,
since dynamics of monopoles is hard to control in non-supersymmetric gauge theories,
this picture of confinement remained an unjustified qualitative scheme for many years.
The breakthrough in this direction was made by Seiberg and Witten in [3, 4]. Con-
structing the exact solution of the N=2 supersymmetric gauge theory they showed
that the condensation of monopoles really occurs near the monopole point on the mod-
uli space of the theory once N=2 supersymmetry is broken down to N=1 by the mass
term of the adjoint matter [3].
More specifically, they considered the N=2 Yang-Mills theory with SU(2) as a gauge
group [3]. The gauge symmetry is broken down to U(1) by the vev 〈ϕ〉 = a τ3/2 of the
adjoint scalar field ϕ. The complex parameter a is the modulus on Coulomb branch
of the theory. Near the monopole singularity on the Coulomb branch (the point where
monopoles become massless) the effective low energy theory is the dual N=2 QED.
This means that the theory has light monopole hypermultiplet coupled to dual photon
multiplet in the same way as ordinary charges are coupled to the ordinary photon.
The N=2 supersymmetry is broken down to N=1 by adding a mass term µTrΦ2 for
the adjoint matter (Φ is the adjoint chiral superfield; its scalar component ϕ develops
the vev discussed above). After the breaking the whole Coulomb branch shrinks to two
points at which either the monopole or dyon become massless [3] (we give a brief review
of the phenomenon in the next section). Consider, say, the monopole point. At this
point the monopole condensate develops, its magnitude is proportional to the small
parameter µ. The monopole condensation ensures U(1) confinement of trial heavy
charges.
Since the work of Seiberg and Witten [3] it was quite important to understand to
what extent this U(1) confinement of electric charges is similar to confinement of color
we expect (but cannot control) in QCD. Moreover, we expect the QCD-like confinement
also in N=1 supersymmetric QCD which can be obtained as a large µ limit of the
theory under consideration. Unfortunately, we have no control on the dynamics of the
theory in this limit (with exception of values of various chiral condensates which are
known exactly at any µ [5–7]).
One distinction noticed by Douglas and Shenker [8] appears in SU(Nc) theories at
Nc ≥ 3. Since SU(Nc) gauge group is broken down to U(1)Nc−1 by the vevs of adjoint
scalars there are Nc−1 winding numbers, one per each U(1) factor. Let us remind
that the winding number n = 0,±1,±2, . . . counts the flux of ‘magnetic’ field in the
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ANO vortex (it is an element of π1(U(1)) = Z). Numerous winding numbers lead to
existence of too many hadronic states in the spectrum [8] (see also [9] for the brane
interpretation of this result). Namely, the number of distinguishable families of q¯q
meson states produced by p-string/(p− 1)-antistring pairs (i.e. objects of the type
[ni]=[0, . . . , 0,−1, 1, 0 . . . , 0]) is the integer part of (Nc+1)/2.
Another distinction, visible already in the SU(2) theory [10], is related with higher
winding numbers, n> 1. This also produces an extra multiplicity in the hadron spec-
trum if strings with higher winding numbers exist. In QCD or in the large µ limit
of the present theory we expect classification of states under the center of the gauge
group, Z2 for SU(2), rather than Z.
Consider as an example the ANO vortex with two units of the flux, n=2. This string
connects two quarks with two antiquarks producing an “exotic” state in the spectrum
of the theory at small µ. Note, that the string with n= 2, in principle, can be torn
up by W boson pair creation. It does not happen while energy is less than 2mW ∼ Λ
which is a large quantity for µ ≪ Λ (here Λ is the scale parameter of SU(2) theory).
We do not expect such exotic states to appear in QCD.
The discussion above of “exotic” states in the hadron spectrum [10] is based on the
purely topological reasoning. Here we consider the dynamical side of the problem.
In fact, strings with multiple n are stable or unstable depending on the type of the
superconductor. Namely, in the type I superconductor the tension Tn of the vortex
with winding number n is less than nT1 which is sum of tensions of n separated vortices
with the unit flux. Therefore vortices with n>1 are stable and we really have a tower
of “exotic” states in the spectrum.
On the contrary, in the type II superconductor vortices with n0 > 1 are unstable
against decay into n vortices with the unit winding number. Therefore, in this case
“exotic” states are unstable and actually in the “real world” at strong coupling might
not be observable at all.
The purpose of this paper is to find out the type of superconductivity at the monopole
point in the SU(2) Seiberg-Witten theory perturbed by a small adjoint mass µ. The
result will allow us to make a prediction about the presence of an “exotic” state in
the hadron spectrum of the theory associated with multiple winding numbers of ANO
vortices.
Note, that in this paper we consider the SU(2) gauge theory and discuss higher
winding numbers |n| > 1 in the single U(1) group. In Refs. [8, 9] the SU(Nc) gauge
group is considered and p-strings with winding numbers |np| = 1 in p-th U(1) factor
are studied. The string tensions are shown to be proportional to sin(πp/Nc) which is
interpreted as a type I behavior of the p-string (see also the second paper in Ref. [11]
for a study of a more general deformation of N=2 theory).
It was already noticed [9] that the mass term for the adjoint matter acts as a gen-
eralized Fayet-Iliopoulos [12] term to leading order in µ (see the next section for a
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brief review). To this order, although µ 6= 0, the extended N=2 supersymmetry is
preserved in the effective low energy description near the monopole point. Then the
superconductivity at the monopole point looks as being on the border between types
I and II and the ANO string looks like BPS-saturated [13]. However, in [9] it was
conjectured the BPS condition is spoiled by higher orders in the breaking parameter
µ/Λ. In [11] authors came to the same conclusion.
In this paper we start by studying the effective theory in the vicinity of the monopole
point. In leading order which accounts for linear in deviation terms we explicitly
demonstrate that N=2 supersymmetry is preserved. This preservation was firstly de-
rived in Ref. [9] within the brane construction. Our consideration shows that together
with the preservation of N=2 supersymmetry a certain U(1) flavor symmetry is also
preserved in the same order. In terms of the microscopic N=1 theory it is the R sym-
metry broken only by quantum anomalies. In the effective theory an anomalous nature
of this U(1) shows up only in ‘nonperturbative’ corrections of order
√
µ/Λ.
Next we study these corrections. Taken them into account we show that N=2 SUSY
is broken to N=1 and superconductivity at the monopole point turns out to be of
type I. This result shows that the hadron spectrum of the theory looks very different
from what we expect in QCD. As we explained above this means that the tower of
“exotic” states with multiple fluxes is present in the hadron spectrum.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we review the confinement scenario near
the monopole point. In Sec. 3 we consider the leading order perturbation in µ and
show that N=2 supersymmetry remains unbroken to this order. In Sec. 5 and Sec. 6
we consider next-to-leading order corrections in µ/Λ. Sec. 7 contains our conclusions.
2 Monopole condensation
In this section we present a brief review on the monopole condensation in the broken
N=2 gauge theory.
In the N=1 superfield notations the Seiberg-Witten solution leads to the following
effective Lagrangian for the dual U(1) gauge field VD(x, θ, θ¯) and its N=2 partner
AD(x, θ),
Leff = 1
8π
Im
∫
d2θ τD(AD)W
2
D −
1
4π
Im
∫
d2θd2θ¯ A¯D A(AD) . (1)
The solution is parametrized by vevs a(u) = 〈A〉, aD(u) = 〈AD〉 as functions of the
modulus u = 〈TrΦ2〉 where Φ is the the superfield describing the adjoint matter in the
original microscopic SU(2) theory. In terms of these functions
τD = −1
τ
= − ∂ua
∂uaD
. (2)
Near the monopole point, u = Λ2, the theory is in weak coupling regime, Im τD ≫ 1,
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and the leading terms of of the expansions in u− Λ2 are
aD =
i
2Λ
(
u− Λ2
)(
1− u− Λ
2
16Λ2
)
1 +O


(
u− Λ2
Λ2
)2

 ,
a =
4Λ
π
+
u− Λ2
2πΛ
(
1− u− Λ
2
16Λ2
)(
ln
32 Λ2
u− Λ2 + 1 +
u− Λ2
32Λ2
)
1 +O

(u− Λ2
Λ2
)2


τD =
i
π
(
ln
32 Λ2
u− Λ2 +
u− Λ2
4Λ2
)
1 +O

(u− Λ2
Λ2
)2


=
i
π
(
ln
16iΛ
aD
− 3i
8
aD
Λ
){
1 +O
(
a2D
Λ2
)}
. (3)
The logarithmic singularity at u = Λ2 (i.e. at aD = 0) is interpreted as the vacuum
polarization of the monopoles whose mass mM =
√
2 |aD| vanishes at this point.
The logarithmic singularity is due to large distances of order 1/mM ≫ 1/Λ, it makes
clear that the Lagrangian (1) is not Wilsonean. To make description local one needs
to “integrate in” light monopoles what leads to
LWils = 1
8π
Im
∫
d2θ τ˜D(AD)W
2
D +
1
4π
Im
∫
d2θd2θ¯ τ˜D(AD) A¯DAD.
+
∫
d2θd2θ¯
[
Q¯eVDQ + ¯˜Qe−VDQ˜
]
+ 2Re
∫
d2θW (4)
Here the N=1 chiral superfields Q and Q˜ describe the monopole hypermultiplet. The
third term in (4) is the kinetic term for these fields, it includes also the gauge interaction
of the monopoles. The superpotential W is then fixed by N=2 SUSY
W = √2 Q˜ADQ . (5)
It reproduces correctly the monopole mass mM =
√
2 |aD|.
The Wilsonean Lagrangian (4) is also supplied with a normalization point MPV
which plays a role of the ultraviolet cut off for the Q, Q˜ loops. This can be realized by
introducing the Pauli-Villars regulators to the Q, Q˜ fields with the mass MPV. Then
τ˜D(aD) = τD(aD)− i
π
ln
iMPV
aD
√
2
=
i
π
(
ln
8
√
2Λ
MPV
− 3i
8
aD
Λ
)
(6)
matches the expression (3) after adding up the one-loop contribution of Q, Q˜. The
coupling τ˜D is nonsingular at aD = 0, its value at aD = 0
τ˜D(aD = 0) =
i
π
ln
8
√
2Λ
MPV
. (7)
provides a weak coupling, Im τ˜D(0)≫ 1.
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Moreover, for our further considerations we can safely neglect by the “nonpertur-
bative” aD/Λ term in the expansion of τ˜D limiting ourselves by τ˜D(0). If the linear
in aD/Λ correction were in the kinetic term of monopole fields it would be important.
The absence of such corrections is seen from their absence in the logarithmic part of
τ(aD) in Eq. (3).
Now let us break N=2 down to N=1 by adding mass term for the adjoint matter
in the microscopic SU(2) Seiberg-Witten theory
Wmass = µTrΦ2 . (8)
We can treat this breaking perturbatively when µ ≪ Λ. Then in the effective the-
ory near the monopole point the perturbation ∆W(AD) of the superpotential can be
expanded in powers of AD,
∆W(AD) = µ u (AD) = µΛ2 + i√
2
η AD +
µD
2
A2D +O(µA3D/Λ) . (9)
Here u(aD) is the inverse to aD(u) function, and the expansion (3) for aD(u) leads to
η = −2
√
2µΛ , µD = −1
4
µ . (10)
Note that µ and Λ are complex quantities, their phases can be changed by global U(1)
rotations. In considerations below we will often use this freedom to fix parameters η
and µD to be real and positive.
Minimizing the superpotential given by the sum of expressions (5) and (9) with
respect to Q, Q˜ and AD we find that the Coulomb branch shrinks to the point [3]
〈aD〉 = 0 ,
while the monopole condensate appears
〈q˜ q〉 = − i
2
η . (11)
Here q, q˜ are the scalar components of Q, Q˜. The monopole condensation breaks the
U(1) gauge group and leads to confinement of electric charges.
Parameters η and µ in the superpotential (9) play quite different role in the effective
QED description of the theory. It was noted in [9] that the linear term in (9) is a
generalization of the Fayet–Iliopoulos (FI) D-term. Moreover, at µD = 0 the η term
does not break N=2 supersymmetry [9]. We confirm this by explicit calculations in
the next section.
Breaking of N=2 is due to the µD term in (9). As we will show it is this term
which shifts the mass of the field AD away from the photon mass. Below considering
the effective QED on general ground we view three parameters η, µD and τ˜(0) as
independent ones. Within the Seiberg-Witten solution µ2D/η ∼ µ/Λ ≪ 1 in weak
coupling.
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3 Fayet-Iliopoulos term in N=2 QED
In this section we consider the N=2 QED theory given by Eq. (4) and perturbed by
the superpotential (9) with µD = 0 and nonvanishing η. As it was mentioned above
we neglect by “nonperturbative” corrections (aD/Λ)
k and choose for simplicity τ˜D(0)
to be pure imaginary (i.e. taking the effective θ angle to be zero),
τ˜D(0) =
4π i
g2
. (12)
The theory becomes theN=2 QED where the η perturbation appears as theN=2 gene-
ralization of the Fayet-Iliopoulos term. We show that although the η perturbation does
break the SU(2)R global symmetry associated with N=2 it does not break N=2 super-
symmetry. A remarkable feature of this theory is that all particles enter one long su-
permultiplet of N=2. It means that there are no nontrivial central charges in this case
in contrast with the Coulomb branch at η = 0.
Having in mind vortex solutions we study then the reduction to 2+1 dimensions. The
reduced QED has N=4 supersymmetry and we consider its superalgebra with central
charges. In the 2+1 dimensions strings are particle-like solutions with nonvanishing
central charges. Indeed, as we will see in Sec. 4, the ANO string is BPS saturated. It
is in agreement with Ref. [9].
3.1 N=2 superalgebra in 3+1 dimensions
Let us start rewriting the N=2 QED in the component form. We will omit below index
D referring to the dual variables such as AD, VD, WD and will use the terminology of
the electric description. The Lagrangian in component form then is
LQED = − 1
4g2
F 2µν +
1
g2
|∂µa|2 +Dµφ¯fDµφf − U(φf , a) (13)
+
1
g2
λf iσµ∂µ λ¯f + ψ iσ
µDµ ψ¯ + ψ˜ iσµDµ ¯˜ψ +
√
2
[
i ψλf φ¯f − ψ˜λfφf − ψψ˜ a+ h.c.
]
where we introduce SU(2)R doublet φ
f for scalar fields of the same electric (magnetic
in the original dual description above) charge + 1,
φf =
(
q
−i¯˜q
)
, (14)
(in our notation the bar is an equivalent of complex conjugation), and the covariant
derivative Dµ = ∂µ − i neAµ (ne is the electric charge). In the fermion sector λfα is the
SU(2)R doublet of fermion fields in the gauge supermultiplet (gluino and the fermionic
partner of a), while ψα and ψ˜α are fermions from Q and Q˜ superfields. Note, that
without ∆W of Eq. (9) the full flavor symmetry of the N=2 QED is SU(2)R×U(1)R¯.
The U(1)R¯ charges of the fields are given in the Table 1.
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Fields a φf Aµ λ
f ψ ψ˜
UR¯(1) charges -1 0 0 −12 12 12
Table 1: U(1)R¯ charges
The scalar potential U(φ, a) in Eq. (14) has the form
U(φ, a) = g2Tr
[
φ¯gφ
f − 1
2
δfg (φ¯φ)−
1
2
ξfg
]2
+ 2|a|2φ¯fφf , (15)
where ξ12 = (ξ
2
1)
∗ = η while diagonal components of ξfg are zero. Adding up these
components generalizes ξfg to the traceless hermitian matrix equivalent to the triplet
of SUR(2),
ξfg = ξa (τa)
f
g , ξ1 = Re η , ξ2 = −Im η . (16)
The additional components ξ3 = ξ
1
1 = −ξ22 produce in the potential U the extra piece
UFI = g
2
[
−ξ3 (|q|2 − |q˜|2) + 1
2
(ξ3)
2
]
. (17)
It is easy to recognize UFI as a component form of the standard Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI)
term [12] in U(1) theory where in the superfield notation it is ξ3
∫
d4θ V . We see that
the SUR(2) symmetry unifies in the potential U contributions from F -terms (due to
linear in AD part of the superpotential ∆W) with the FI D-terms. For this reason we
view pieces in U associated with ξa as generalized FI terms.
But this unification comes at a price: the nonvanishing ξ explicitly breaks the SU(2)R
invariance as we see from Eq. (15). At first glance it suggests also breaking of the
extended N=2 supersymmetry. However, as it was noted in Ref. [9] within the brane
construction, the extended N=2 supersymmetry is not broken by the FI terms. Within
the effective field theory (13) we are able to verify this explicitly by invariance under
the following set of N=2 transformations:
δAαα˙ = −2i (εfα λ¯α˙f + ε¯α˙f λfα) ,
δλfα = −εβfFαβ + iεgαDfg + i
√
2 ε¯α˙f∂αα˙a ,
δa = −
√
2 εαfλfα ,
δφf =
√
2 εαfψα + i
√
2 ε¯fα˙
¯˜
ψα˙ ,
δψα = −i
√
2 ε¯α˙f Dαα˙φf + 2iεfαφf a¯ ,
δψ˜α = −
√
2 ε¯α˙f Dαα˙φ¯f − 2εfαφ¯f a¯ . (18)
Here εfα, ε¯
α˙
g are eight parameters of N=2 transformations, and we use spinor notations
for the Lorentz vectors, Xαα˙ = (σ
µ)αα˙Xµ. The generalized D-terms D
f
g are
Dfg = −g2
[
2φ¯gφ
f − δfg (φ¯φ)− ξfg
]
. (19)
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Technically, the preservation of N=2 can be explained by noting that the SUSY trans-
formations of generalized D-terms (fixed by the transformations of φf , φ¯g) do not
depend on ξfg at all, i.e. the symmetry looks the same as at ξ
f
g = 0.
Note that although the SU(2)R symmetry is broken by nonvanishing ξ
f
g the U(1)R¯
is preserved at µD = 0. As an explanation we suggest that this U(1)R¯ can be related
to the R symmetry of the microscopic theory which survives breaking by µTrΦ2 and
broken only by quantum anomalies. As we will see in Sec. 5 in the effective QED
theory µD 6= 0 breaks U(1)R¯ reflecting the effect of anomalies.
The most general N=2 superalgebra preserving the Lorentz invariance in 3+1 di-
mensions has the form:{
Qfα , Q¯α˙g
}
= 2 δfg σ
µ
αα˙Pµ ,
{
Qfα , Q
g
β
}
= 2 ǫfgǫαβZ ,
{
Q¯fα˙ , Q¯
g
β˙
}
= 2 ǫfgǫα˙β˙Z¯ , (20)
where Qfα , Q¯α˙g are supercharges (α, α˙ = 1, 2 are Lorentz indices, f, g = 1, 2 are SU(2)R
indices), Pµ are the energy-momentum operators, Z is the complex central charge. It
is well known that in gauge theories the real and imaginary parts of Z are related to
electric and magnetic charges, and |Z| gives masses of charged BPS particles on the
Coulomb branch of the Seiberg-Witten theory. In the N=2 QED it is particularly
simple: magnetic charges are absent and Z is given by ∫ d3Sν∂µ (aFµν) which reduces
to the electric charge times 〈a〉. Here Sν is the time-like three-dimensional hyperplane.
Few comments on representations of the algebra. As we mentioned above the central
charge in Eq. (20) gives masses of shortened BPS hypermultiplets to be proportional
to their electric charges. It happens in the Coulomb phase of the N=2 theory at
ξ = 0. Once we switch on a nonzero ξ the charged matter fields φf develop vevs, see
Eq. (11), and the theory is in the Higgs phase. Then electric charges are screened and
the central charge vanishes. Therefore, there are no BPS particles at nonzero ξ, i.e.
short supermultiplets are absent. Particularly, photon enters the long N=2 multiplet
containing eight bosonic states. Explicit calculations of the next subsection confirms
this.
This consideration refers to particle-like objects in 3+1 and does not include ex-
tended objects like ANO strings. To consider string solutions which break the 3+1
Lorentz invariance it is convenient to view them as particle-like solitons in the world
dimensionally reduced to 2+1. We will do this in Sec. 3.3.
3.2 Mass spectrum
In this subsection we explicitly work out the mass spectrum in the QED theory (13)
to show that all particle states enter one long N=2 supermultiplet. Consider scalar
potential (15). By SU(2)R rotation we can always put it in the form where only ξ3
component is nonvanishing and positive,
U(q, a) =
g2
2
(
|q|2 − |q˜|2 − ξ
)2
+ 2g2|q˜q|2 + 2|a|2
(
|q|2 + |q˜|2
)
, (21)
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where
ξ =
√
ξ2a > 0 . (22)
The ξ dependent part of U is nothing but mass terms for scalar fields q and q˜ with
m2q = −g2ξ and m2q˜ = g2ξ. At first glance giving masses to scalars but not to their
fermionic partners does not preserve any supersymmetry at all. However, the negative
sign of m2q signals instability of q = 0 point. Supersymmetry is restored at the point
of stability.
Indeed, the potential (21) is the sum of the positive-definite terms, and at the point
where U = 0 all F and D terms vanish. This happens at the following vevs:
〈q〉 =
√
ξ , 〈q˜〉 = 0 , 〈a〉 = 0 . (23)
We choose the field q which develops vev to be real, it is just the unitary gauge for the
vector field. Nonvanishing 〈q〉 breaks U(1) gauge group giving mass to the photon (see
Eq. (13) ),
m2γ = 2g
2ξ . (24)
From the first term in the potential (21) we read off that the mass of the real scalar q
is the same as the photon mass,
m2q = m
2
γ (25)
Together the real q field and three polarization of the massive photon form up the
boson part of the N=1 massive vector multiplet. To extent that N=1 is unbroken one
scalar always has the same mass as the photon, no matter whether the N=2 SUSY is
broken or not. Of course, there are also four fermionic states in this multiplet.
What remains to calculate is masses of two complex field q˜ and a (four bosonic
states). In the quadratic expansion of U these fields do not mix with others and their
masses are also equal to that of photon,
m2q˜ = m
2
a = m
2
γ . (26)
Looking at the fermion part of the Lagrangian (14) it is simple to verify that all fermion
masses are also equal to mγ .
We see that all particles (8 boson plus 8 fermion states) have the same mass mγ .
They form the long N=2 multiplet. It is what we anticipate based on on general
consideration of N=2 algebra.
3.3 N=4 superalgebra in 2+1 dimensions
Under dimensional reduction the N=2 superalgebra of eight supercharges Qfα, Q¯α˙g in
3+1 dimensions becomes the N=4 superalgebra in 2+1 dimensions. Our presentation
here follows Ref. [14].
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The global symmetry group in 2+1 is SL(1,1;R)×SU(2)R×SU(2)R¯. The first factor
here is the Lorentz group in 2+1. Spinors of this group are real, so the difference
between dotted and undotted indices disappears in 2+1. It results in the extra global
symmetry: the flavor U(1)R¯ we have in 3+1D becomes SU(2)R¯ in 2+1D.
Fields of QED given by the dimensional reduction of the action (13) to 2+1 form
the following multiplets of the global symmetry SU(2)R×SU(2)R¯. Bosonic fields of the
N=4 gauge supermultiplet are vector potentials Aµ (µ=0,1,2), which are singlets, and
the SU(2)R¯ triplet of scalars a
f¯
g¯ . We use the matrix notation,
af¯g¯ =
(
A3 −a¯
√
2
−a√2 −A3
)
. (27)
for these scalars in the {0,1} representation. The third scalar appeared in the reduction
to 2+1 from the spatial component A3 of the gauge field.
Fermion fields λfα, λ¯
f
α of the gauge supermultiplet form the {1/2, 1/2} representation
of SU(2)R×SU(2)R¯. We denote the quadruplet of these fields as
λf
αf¯
= {λfα, λ¯fα} , f, f¯ = 1, 2 . (28)
This representation can also be viewed as a vector λµα , (µ = 1, 2, 3, 4) of O(4) group
by the relation
λf
αf¯
= λµα (τ
µ)f
f¯
, τµ = (i, ~τ) (29)
with real fields λµα (which are just real and imaginary parts of the original complex
ones). In the basis (28) the reality condition has the form
(
λf
αf¯
)†
= λf¯αf ≡ ǫff ′ǫf¯ f¯
′
λf
′
αf¯ ′
. (30)
The matter hypermultiplet with the electric charge +1 contains scalars which form
the {1/2, 0} representation – the doublet φf , and fermions in {0, 1/2} representation –
the SU(2)R¯ doublet ψ
f¯ ,
ψf¯ =

 ψ
−i ¯˜ψ

 . (31)
The appearance of the latter doublet is the only effect of the dimensional reduction for
the hypermultiplet.
In terms of fields introduced above the N=4 QED Lagrangian in 2+1 takes the form
L2+1QED =
1
4g2
[
−F 2µν + ∂µaf¯g¯ ∂µag¯f¯ + 2i λ¯ff¯ γµ ∂µλf¯f
]
+Dµφ¯fDµφf + ψ¯f¯ γµDµψf¯
−g2Tr
(
φ¯gφ
f − 1
2
δfg φ¯φ−
1
2
ξfg
)2
− 1
2
φ¯φTr
(
af¯g¯
)2
−ψ¯f¯ ψg¯ af¯g¯ +
√
2
[
ψf¯γ0λf
f¯
φ¯f + h.c.
]
, (32)
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where φ¯φ = φ¯fφ
f and we use the Majorana basis for the 2×2 matrices γµ:
γ0 = σ2 , γ
1 = iσ3 , γ
2 = iσ1 . (33)
Notice that for fermionic fields ψ¯ ≡ ψ†γ0, i.e. the bar denotes the Dirac conjugation.
Notice also that to have the Majorana basis after dimensional reduction of the third
spatial direction we do the spinor rotation
ψMajorana =
1 + iσ1√
2
ψ . (34)
for all fermion fields, namely these rotated fields are implied starting from Eq. (32).
The supertransformations (18) after the reduction to 2+1 can be written as
δAµ (γ
µ)αβ = −
(
εf
f¯
)
α
(
λ¯f¯f
)
β
−
(
ε¯f
f¯
)
β
(
λf¯f
)
α
,
δaf¯g¯ = −2 ε¯f¯f λfg¯ + δf¯g¯ ε¯h¯f λfh¯ ,
δλf
f¯
=
i
2
Fµν γ
µγνεf
f¯
+Dfg ε
g
f¯
− i ∂µag¯f¯ γµεfg¯ ,
δφf = −
√
2 ε¯f
f¯
ψf¯ ,
δψf¯ = −i
√
2Dµφf γµεf¯f − 2
√
2φf af¯g¯ ε
g¯
f , (35)
where (εf
f¯
)α = {iεfα , iε¯fα} are eight Grassmann parameters satisfying to the reality
condition similar to Eq. (30).
The transformations (35) imply that doublets of supercharges Qfα and Q¯
f
α ≡ ǫff ′(Qf ′α )†
are combined into the quadruplet
Qf
αf¯
= {iQ¯fα,−iQfα} , f¯ = 1, 2 , (36)
which forms one irreducible representation {1/2, 1/2} of SU(2)R×SU(2)R¯, the same
one we have introduced above for λf
αf¯
.
The transformations (35) allow to determine theN=4 superalgebra spanned by eight
supercharges Qff¯α . The most general form of the N=4 superalgebra in 2+1 is{(
Qf
f¯
)
α
,
(
Q¯g¯g
)
β
}
= 2 δfg δ
f¯
g¯ (γ
µ)αβ Pµ − 2 δαβ
[
δf¯g¯Zfg + δfg Z˜ f¯g¯
]
, (37)
where the traceless Zfg , Z˜ f¯2g¯ are six central charges. The QED with generalized FI
terms given by Eq. (32) leads to the following expression for these central charges,
Zfg = L ξfg
∫
d2SµF ∗µ = 2πnL ξ
f
g , Z˜ f¯g¯ = 0 , (38)
where L is the total length of the reduced dimension, d2Sµ is the element of the time-
like two-dimensional hyperplane, and F ∗µ = ǫµνγF
νγ/2. The integral
∫
d2SµF ∗µ is the
magnetic flux which is quantized,
∫
d2SµF ∗µ = 2πn.
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TheN=4 superalgebra (37) with the central charges (38) generalizes theN=2 algebra
for the standard FI term [13,15]. The generalization amounts to introduction of SU(2)R
group and to substitution of the FI D-term coefficient ξ3 by the matrix ξ
f
g . Nonvanish-
ing ξfg explicitly breaks the SU(2)R flavor symmetry, the SU(2)R¯ is preserved, however,
because Z˜ f¯g¯ = 0.
To consider representation of the algebra (37) let us write it down in the rest frame
where Pµ = (M, 0, 0) via four complex charges
Qf
f¯
=
1√
2
[(
Qf
f¯
)
1
+ i
(
Qf
f¯
)
2
]
(39)
instead of eight real Qff¯α . For these supercharges with no spinor index we find from
Eq. (37)
{
Qf
f¯
, (Q†)g¯g
}
= Mδfg δ
f¯
g¯ −δf¯g¯Zfg −δfg Z˜ f¯g¯ ,
{
Qf
f¯
, Qgg¯
}
= 0 ,
{
(Q†)f¯f , (Q
†)g¯g
}
= 0 . (40)
The positive definiteness of the first anticommutator implies the bound
M ≥ Max
{√
ZfgZgf/2 ,
√
Z˜ f¯g¯ Z˜ g¯f¯/2
}
(41)
for the mass in 2+1D. If the central charges Z and Z˜ are both nonvanishing the BPS
multiplet saturating the bound consists of four bosonic and four fermionic states and
preserves 1/4 of the N=4 SUSY. In our case when Z˜ = 0 the bound
√
ZfgZgf/2 is
saturated by BPS multiplet containing two bosonic plus two fermionic states, 1/2 of
the N=4 SUSY is preserved.
The mass of the string in 3+1 dimensions is proportional to its length, M = TL,
and Eq. (41) becomes the bound for the string tension T ,
T ≥ 2π|n| ξ . (42)
We used here expressions (38) for the central charges and the definition ξ =
√
ξfg ξ
g
f/2
introduced earlier in Eq. (22). The BPS strings saturate this bound.
The BPS strings form the short (2 boson + 2 fermion) supermultiplet of N=4 .
From Eq. (40) with the central charges (38) one can see that the invariant subalgebra
is formed by four supercharges
1
2
(
δfg +
1
ξ
ξfg
)
Qg
f¯
,
1
2
(
δgf +
1
ξ
ξgf
)
(Q†)f¯g . (43)
These supercharges annihilate the BPS states, we will use this for construction of the
BPS string solutions in the next section.
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4 The BPS solution for string
In this section we consider the ANO string in QED with FI terms. We generalize to
the N=2 supersymmetry (in 3+1D) the results of Ref. [16] obtained in the N=1 case
(see also [15]).
Let us start from reminding basic facts about the ANO string in framework of the
non-supersymmetric Abelian Higgs model. The model contains one complex scalar
field ϕ interacting with electromagnetic field,
SAH =
∫
d4x
{
− 1
4g2
F 2µν + |Dµϕ|2 −
λ
2
(
|ϕ|2 − ξ
)2}
. (44)
The field ϕ develops vev, ϕ2 = ξ, the U(1) gauge group is broken. Photon acquires the
mass, m2γ = 2g
2ξ, see Eq. (24), the Higgs mass is equal to m2H = 2λξ.
For an arbitrary λ the Higgs mass differs from that of the photon. The ratio of the
photon mass to the Higgs mass is an important parameter, in the theory of supercon-
ductivity it characterizes the type of superconductor, see e.g. Ref. [17]. Namely, for
mH < mγ we have the type I superconductor, while for mH > mγ we have the type
II. This is related to the fact that scalar field produces an attraction for two vortices,
while the electromagnetic field produces a repulsion.
The boundary separating superconductors of the I and II type corresponds tomH=mγ ,
i.e. to the special value of the quartic coupling λ,
λ = g2 . (45)
In this case vortices do not interact. It is well known that vanishing of the interaction
at mH = mγ can be explained by the BPS nature of the ANO strings. The ANO string
satisfy the first order equations and saturate the Bogomolny bound [18]. This bound
follows from the following representation for the string tension T ,
T = 2πξ n+
∫
d2x
{
1
2g2
[
F12 + g
2
(
|ϕ|2 − ξ
)]2
+ |(D1 + iD2)ϕ|2
}
. (46)
Here indices 1, 2 denote coordinates transverse to the axis of the vortex. The minimal
value of the tension is reached when both positive terms in the integrand of Eq. (46)
vanish 2,
F12 + g
2
(
|ϕ|2 − ξ
)
= 0 , (D1 + iD2)ϕ = 0 . (47)
The string tension becomes
T = 2πξ n , (48)
2In the context of the Landau-Ginzburg approach to superconductivity the same system of first
order differential equations was derived by G. Sarma at early sixties in application to the case of
vanishing surface energy, see Ref. [17].
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where the winding number n counts the quantized magnetic flux
∫
d2xF12 = 2π n (we
assume that n is positive). The linear dependence of string tensions on n implies
absence of their interaction.
For the n = 1 vortex it is convenient to introduce the profile functions s(r) and f(r),
ϕ(x) =
√
ξ s(r) ei α , An(x) = −ǫnm xm
r2
f(r) , (49)
where r =
√
x21 + x
2
2 is the distance and α is the polar angle in the (1,2) plane. Then
from Eqs. (47) we get
1
ρ
df
dρ
+ s2 − 1 = 0 , ρ d s
dρ
+ (f − 1) s = 0 . (50)
Here ρ = g
√
ξ r is dimensionless distance. The profile functions are real and satisfy the
boundary conditions
s(0) = f(0) = 0 , s(∞) = f(∞) = 1 , (51)
which ensures that the scalar field reaches its vev (23) at the infinity and the vortex
carries one unit of the magnetic flux. The equations (50) with the boundary conditions
(51) lead to the unique solution for the profile functions (although an analytic form of
the solution is not found).
Returning to the supersymmetric QED we see that the tension (48) coincides with
the bound (41) derived from the N=4 algebra. Moreover, vanishing of both terms in
the integrand of Eq. (46) is in correspondence to annihilation of the bosonic solution by
the action of four supercharges (43). Indeed, let us choose ξ1,2 = 0, ξ3 = ξ. Then, the
set (43) becomes Q1f¯ , Q¯1f¯ . The action of these supercharges on bosonic fields can be
read off supersymmetry transformations (35) for δλ and δψ with following substitution
of parameters
(
εf
f¯
)
α
→ − i√
2
[
δf1
(
δ1α − iδ2α
)
ε¯f¯ − δf2
(
δ1α + iδ
2
α
)
εf¯
]
. (52)
Equating δλ and δψ for these transformations to zero we get
F12 −D11 = 0 , F01 = F02 = 0 , D12 = D21 = 0 , ∂1af¯g¯ = ∂2af¯g¯ = 0 ,
(D1 + iD2)φ1 = 0 , (D1 − iD2)φ2 = 0 , φf af¯g¯ = 0 . (53)
Here Dfg is defined by Eq. (19) and we imply that the bosonic configuration is time
independent. With our choice of the ξ orientation it follows from Eqs. (53) that φ2 =
af¯g¯ = 0. Remaining equations coincide with Eq. (47) for Abelian Higgs strings (up to
correspondence φ1 → ϕ).
Let us discuss now the fermion zero modes of the n = 1 vortex. We demonstrated
above that the vortex configuration is annihilated by action of four (out of eight) super-
charges. Action of remaining four supercharges on the vortex configuration generates
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four zero modes. We get these modes substituting εf
f¯
as
(
εf
f¯
)
α
→ i√
2
[
δf1
(
δ1α + iδ
2
α
)
ε¯f¯ − δf2
(
δ1α − iδ2α
)
εf¯
]
. (54)
in the transformations (35):
(
λf
f¯
)
α
= i
√
2 g2
(
ξ − ϕ2
){
δf1 εf¯
(
1
i
)
+ δf2 ε¯f¯
(
1
−i
)}
= i
√
2 g2ξ
(
1− s2
){
δf1 εf¯
(
1
i
)
+ δf2 ε¯f¯
(
1
−i
)}
,
ψf¯α = i ε¯
f¯ (D1 − iD2)ϕ
(
1
i
)
= i 2
√
ξ ε¯f¯
(1− f) s
r
(
1
i
)
. (55)
Four fermion zero modes obtained above are in correspondence with shortening of
the supermultiplet of vortices: two bosonic and two fermionic states. The shortening
guarantees the BPS nature of the vortex and the exactness of the mass formula (48).
Our consideration above was done in the frame where the SU(2)R vector ξa was
oriented along the third axis, ξ1,2 = 0. In this frame ξ has the meaning of the standard
FI D-term. The case of FI F -terms when ξ3 = 0, ξ1,2 6= 0 can be obtained from the
case of FI D-term by SU(2)R rotation. In particular, for the real parameter η we have
ξ1 = η as the only nonvanishing component (see Eq. (16)). Then the above mentioned
rotation is the rotation around the second axis on the angle π/2. For SU(2)R doublet
φf this yields
φfF = U
f
g φ
g
D , U = e
−i(τ2/2)(pi/2) =
1√
2
(
1 −1
1 1
)
, (56)
where indices D and F denote fields in the theories with FI D-term and F -term re-
spectively. For the string solution it means that
qF = −i¯˜qF =
ϕ√
2
(57)
with other fields unchanged. The same SU(2)R rotation should be applied to fermion
zero modes,
λf
F f¯
= Ufg λ
f
Df¯
. (58)
5 The mass term perturbation
In this section in addition to the linear inAD term in ∆W, see Eq. (9), we also switch
on the mass term for AD (the term µDA
2
D/2 in Eq. (9)) in our low energy QED (4).
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It shifts the mass of the fermion field in the AD supermultiplet, and also changes the
scalar potential to the form
U(q, a) =
g2
2
(
|q|2 − |q˜|2
)2
+ 2g2
∣∣∣∣∣q˜q + i2 η +
µD√
2
a
∣∣∣∣∣
2
+ 2|a|2
(
|q|2 + |q˜|2
)
. (59)
In the covariant form (15) an introduction of µD can be viewed as an addition to the
constant parameters ξfg terms ∆ξ
f
g which are linear in the fields a and a¯,
∆ξ12 = (∆ξ
2
1)
∗ = −i
√
2µD a . (60)
The field a has nonzero U(1)R¯ charge, see Table 1. In the 2+1D reduced theory a is a
component of the SU(2)R¯ triplet. Thus, adding ∆ξ of the form (60) breaks the U(1)R¯
global symmetry (as well as SU(2)R¯ in the 2+1D reduction).
Moreover, as we already mentioned, the mass term forAD breaksN=2 supersymmetry
down to N=1. We show this explicitly below calculating the masses of boson fields.
Later on we study what happens to the ANO vortex at µD 6= 0 and show that it
becomes a non-BPS object.
Note, that in the Seiberg-Witten theory the SU(2)R vector ∆ξ contains part along
the vector ξ. This is a generic situation. In the special case of QED with the usual D
type FI term an introduction of µD produces ∆ξ which is orthogonal to ξ. In this case
the vortex remains BPS-saturated although N=2 SUSY is broken down to N=1. The
dynamical side of this property of QED with D-term is that the scalar field q which
gets vev is in fact the superpartner of the photon in the massive N=1 multiplet, so
their masses are equal.
5.1 Mass spectrum
The minimum of the potential (59) coincides with the one in obtained for µD = 0, i.e.
〈q〉 = i 〈q˜〉 =
√
η
2
, 〈a〉 = 0 , (61)
where we for simplicity consider η to be real and positive (it is always possible to do
by U(1) rotation). Expanding the fields q, q˜ and a around their vevs in the potential
(59) and extracting quadratic in fluctuations terms we get after some algebra the 6×6
mass matrix
M2 = m2γ


1 0 0 0 ω/
√
2 0
0 1 0 0 ω/
√
2 0
0 0 1/2 1/2 0 ω/
√
2
0 0 1/2 1/2 0 ω/
√
2
ω/
√
2 ω/
√
2 0 0 1 + ω2 0
0 0 ω/
√
2 ω/
√
2 0 1 + ω2


, (62)
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where m2γ = 2g
2η and we introduce the dimensionless parameter
ω =
g µD√
2 η
, (63)
implying that η and µD are real and positive.
Calculating the determinant of the matrix M2 − λm2γI we find the eigenvalues of
the mass matrix. We have
det(M2 − λm2γI) = −m12γ λ(1− λ)
[
(1− λ)2 − λω2
]2
. (64)
In the limit of small N=2 breaking, ω ≪ 1, we have for six eigenvalues
m2i = m
2
γ (0, 1, 1− ω, 1− ω, 1 + ω, 1 + ω) (65)
We interpret this result as follows. The massless state is “eaten up” by the Higgs
mechanism and the scalar with the mass mγ is the scalar superpartner of photon in the
massive vector N=1 supermultiplet (see Sec. 3). A new phenomenon occurs with other
four real scalars. The N=2 hypermultiplet is split into two N=1 chiral fields (each
contains two real scalars) with different masses m2γ (1±ω). Thus, we see explicitly that
N=2 supersymmetry is broken.
Consider also the opposite limit of strong N=2 breaking, ω ≫ 1. We will use this
limit in the next section. In this limit the masses of a former N=2 hypermultiplet are
split as follows
m3 = m4 = mγ ω = g
2µD , m5 = m6 =
mγ
ω
= 2
η
µD
. (66)
The limit ω ≫ 1 can be understood as taking the FI parameter η to zero. Then it is
clear that the first set of masses, m3,4, in Eq. (66) refers to the N=1 chiral field A. Its
mass approaches the value g2µD (note the 1/g
2 normalization of the kinetic energy for
A). Moreover, the U(1) gauge symmetry is restored in the limit η = 0 and the four
real scalars (q, q˜) become massless, m1 = 0, m2 → 0, m5 = m6 → 0.
5.2 The string: qualitative remarks.
In this subsection we make a few qualitative remarks on the ANO vortex solution for
the theory with non-zero µD. First, let us note that the ansatz (57) with the field a = 0
does not work any longer. To see this consider the classical equation of motion for a.
We have
− (∂2x + ∂2y)a+
√
2 g4µ¯D
(
q˜q +
i
2
η +
µD√
2
a
)
+ 2g2a (q¯q + ¯˜qq˜) = 0 (67)
We are looking for the vortex solution for which monopole fields q, q˜ are not identically
equal to their vevs and acquire a non-trivial coordinate dependence. Then we see that
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a = 0 does not satisfy (67) at non-zero µD. It is clear that now all three scalar fields
q, q˜ and a have a non-trivial coordinate dependence.
We see that now the problem does not reduce to the simple Abelian Higgs model of
the type (44) with a single complex scalar for which vortex solutions are well under-
stood. In principle, it is possible to develop a perturbation theory around the µD = 0
solution in powers of µD. This is done in the recent paper [19]. The result of numerical
solution of equations of motion for vortex in [19] seems to be in qualitative agreement
with our conclusion presented in the next section.
In the next section we take the following route. We find the explicit vortex solution
for a particular range of parameters η and µD using our freedom to vary them inde-
pendently within our effective QED description. The string tension in this limit shows
the type I superconductivity.
Now let us make a comment about fermion zero modes of the vortex. Since the
N=2 SUSY is broken down toN=1 we have only four SUSY generators now. It is clear
on the other hand that the number of fermion zero modes of the vortex cannot jump as
we switch on parameter µD. Fermion zero modes are given by small deformation of the
ones in Eqs. (55), (58). Thus we have four fermion zero modes what corresponds to two
fermion states in the supermultiplet of vortex states. It means that this supermultiplet
is not a short one for N=1 and the vortex is not BPS-saturated at non-zero µD.
6 Large µD limit
In this section we use the possibility to consider η and µD as an independent parameters
ignoring the relations (10), of the Seiberg-Witten theory. Namely, we consider the limit
of large µD, µ
2
D ≫ η. Note, that we still keep η ≪ Λ2 and µD ≪ Λ in order to use the
weak coupling QED description.
If the field A is heavy we can integrate it out. From (5) and (9) we get the effective
superpotential depending on monopole fields Q, Q˜ only (see [7, 20] where the similar
integration is done for η = 0)
WµD→∞ = −
i
µD
(
Q˜Q + i
η
2
)2
. (68)
The scalar potential of the Abelian Higgs model which follows from this superpoten-
tial reads
U(q, q˜)µD→∞ =
g2
2
(
|q|2 − |q˜|2
)
+
4
µ2D
(
|q|2 + |q˜|2
) ∣∣∣∣q˜q + i η2
∣∣∣∣2 . (69)
The first term here comes from the D-components of gauge multiplet (see (59)), while
the second one comes from the superpotential (68).
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The potential (69) has a minimum at q = q˜ = 0 with unbroken U(1) gauge group as
well as the one written down in (61) for q-fields with the broken gauge group. Below
we concentrate on the latter one.
Calculating the 4 × 4 mass matrix near this vacuum we obtain one zero eigenvalue
(corresponding to the state “eaten up” by the Higgs mechanism), another one equal to
mγ , Eq. (24), (the scalar superpartner of the photon), while other two masses are
mH =
mγ
ω
, (70)
where ω is introduced in (63). This is the mass of two scalars in N=1 chiral multiplet.
Note, as an additional check, that the mass of a chiral field in (70) coincides with m5,6
in Eq. (66), as it is expected.
In order to use the effective potential (69) we should consider µD large enough to
ensure that the mass of the scalar a is much larger than both photon mass mγ and the
mass of chiral field (70). The mass of a can be rewritten in terms of ω as
ma = g
2µD = mγω . (71)
We see that (69) is valid if
ω ≫ 1 . (72)
We impose this condition below in this section.
Now consider ANO vortex in the QED with the potential (69). By symmetry between
q and q˜ it is clear that the classical solution corresponds to the ansatz with a single
complex scalar ϕ
q =
1√
2
ϕ , q˜ = − i√
2
ϕ¯ . (73)
Substituting (73) into (69) we arrive at the following Abelian Higgs model
S =
∫
d4x
{
1
4g2
F 2µν + |Dµϕ|2 +
1
µ2D
|ϕ|2
(
|ϕ|2 − η
)2}
. (74)
The mass of the scalar ϕ near the vacuum 〈ϕ〉 = √η coincides with the mH in Eq. (70).
At ω ≫ 1 we have
mH ≪ mγ . (75)
Although the Higgs potential in (74) is not a standard one (see (44)) the condition
(75) suggests that the superconductivity in the model (74) is of type I. We now show
that this is indeed the case.
The vortex solutions in the Abelian Higgs model with a standard Higgs potential (44)
under condition (75) have been studied in [21]. To the leading order in log(mγ/mH)
the vortex solution has the following structure: the electromagnetic field is confined in
a core with the radius
Rg ∼ 1
mγ
log
mγ
mH
, (76)
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while the scalar field ϕ is close to zero inside the core. Outside the core the electro-
magnetic field is very small. At intermediate distances
Rg ≪ r ≪ 1
mH
(77)
(r is the distance from the center of vortex in (1,2) plane) the scalar field satisfies the
free equation of motion. Its solution reads [21]
s(r) = 1− log (rmH)
log (RgmH)
, (78)
where we assume the standard ansatz (49) for ϕ and Aµ. At large distances r ≫ 1/mH
ϕ approaches its vev as
|ϕ| − √η ∼ √η [s(r)− 1] ∼ exp (−mHr) . (79)
The main contribution to the string tension comes from the logarithmically large
region (77), where scalar field is given by (78). The result for the string tension is [21]
T =
2π η
log(mγ/mH)
. (80)
It comes from the kinetic energy of the scalar field in Eq. (44) (the “surface” energy).
Now it is clear that the vortex solution in the model (74) to the leading order has
the same structure once the condition (75) is imposed. To see this observe that the
main contribution to the string tension comes from the region (77) where the scalar
field is given by the solution (78) of free equations of motion. The details of the
scalar potential are not essential in this region. They become important in the region
r ∼ 1/mH , but the “volume” energy coming from this region is suppressed by an extra
powers of log(mγ/mH) as compared with the one in Eq. (80).
We conclude that at large ω ≫ 1 our effective QED behaves as a type I supercon-
ductor and the string tension of ANO vortex is given by
T =
2π η
log ω
. (81)
Now let us discuss what does this conclusion means for the Seiberg-Witten theory.
We have to reduce µD going to the region µ
2
D ≪ η where the relations (10) are fulfilled.
It is clear that while we continuously reduce µD the string tension T stays below the
BPS value 2πη, ensuring the type I superconductivity. The reason for this is that the
number of states in the string multiplet cannot jump. As we discuss above for µ2D ≫ η
the string is not a BPS state and belongs to the “long” supermultiplet. Suppose that
as we reduce µD the string tension crosses the bound 2πη at some finite µD. This
would mean that the string becomes BPS-saturated and should belong to the “short”
multiplet. This hardly can happen. Thus we conclude that
T < 2π η (82)
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for any nonzero µD. The result (82) ensures the type I superconductivity (see [22]
where it is shown that the string tension increases monotonically with the increase of
mH/mγ).
At µD = 0 the extended N=2 supersymmetry is restored and the string becomes
BPS saturated reaching the bound T = 2πη, see Sec. 4. Let us emphasize that 2πη
is the lower bound only when µD = 0. Note, that the number of states in the string
supermultiplet still does not jump even at µD = 0. Just the “long” multiplet of
N=1 SUSY becomes the “short” multiplet of N=2 SUSY.
Another way to reach the same conclusion is as follows. The type I superconductivity
implies that there exist a scalar field with nonvanishing vev whose mass is below that
of photon, see Eqs. (65) and (66). The reason for this is that the scalar field with the
lowest mass determines the large distance tail of the vortex and ensures the attraction
between different vortices. For large µD the field ϕ which form the string solution is
the eigenvector of the mass matrix with the lowest mass (70).
Let us consider now the region of small µD and show that the scalar fields which
form the string solution have a non-zero projection on the state with the lowest mass.
To the leading order in ω two normalized eigenvectors of the mass matrix (62) with
the lowest eigenvalue m2γ(1− ω) are
1
2


1
1
0
0
−√2
0


,
1
2


0
0
1
1
0
−√2


. (83)
Let us call by Higgs field the combination of scalars which acquire non-zero vev at
infinity. It is proportional to the vector
1√
2


1
1
0
0
0
0


, (84)
see (61). On the string solution this field changes from zero at the origin to its vev ξ
at infinity. Now it is easy to see that this vector has a non-zero projection on the first
eigenvector in Eq. (83).
7 Conclusions
In this paper we studied ANO vortices near the monopole point in the Seiberg-Witten
theory perturbed by the mass of the adjoint matter. This perturbation reduces to FI
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F -term as well as to the mass term of the AD field within the QED effective description.
We showed explicitly that FI term does not break N=2 supersymmetry and the ANO
string is BPS-saturated if the mass parameter µD = 0. Then we break N=2 SUSY by
non-zero µD and show that the superconductivity at the monopole point is of the type
I.
Note, that although we referred to the particular perturbation by the adjoint mass,
our results are valid for a generic perturbation. Indeed, for any perturbation one
expand the effective superpotential near the monopole points in powers of aD. The
crucial role is played by a linear term (generalized FI term) which ensures the monopole
condensate. It is clear that an appearance of linear term is generic, to have it zero one
needs a very special perturbation. The string is BPS in the linear approximation. Then
the next quadratic term breaks N=2 , so the corresponding central charge seizes to
exist.
In the broken N=2 QED, which corresponds to the type I superconductor, the ANO
string tension satisfy the upper bound (82). In particularly, in the limit of large µD the
tension is 2πη/ logω, see Eq. (81). This means that vortices are bound by attractive
forces. In particular, the infinite towers of “exotic” hadron states corresponding to all
integer winding numbers n of strings emerge in the hadron spectrum.
Of course, if we increase µ and approach µ ∼ Λ the unwanted strings with n > 1
become broken by the W -boson creation. Moreover, as it is shown in [9] within the
brane approach the unwanted (Nc+1)/2 multiplicity of the spectrum in SU(Nc) theory
also disappears at µ ∼ Λ, and quark can be connected with antiquark by only one
string. This string is believed to be responsible for the confinement in the SQCD in
the limit of large µ [23].
However, this brane picture is hard to implement in the field theory. One reason
for this is that at large µ dual QED enters the strong coupling regime. Another one
is probably even more fundamental. The point is that the role of matter fields in the
effective QED (4) is played by monopoles. As µ approaches Λ the inverse mass of
the dual photon (24) approaches the size of monopole (which is of order of inverse W
boson mass, 1/mW ∼ 1/Λ). Under these conditions we hardly can consider monopoles
as local degrees of freedom and the dual QED effective description breaks down. In
particular, we do not have a field-theoretical description of n = 1 string in the region
of large µ ≥ Λ.
On the other hand, at small µ we have weak coupling QED description, strings and
confinement. However, we have an infinite tower of unwanted states in the hadron
spectrum.
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